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Abstract
We investigated the mechanisms underlying the eﬀects of sustained and transient covert attention on contrast sensitivity. The aim
of this study was twofold: (1) Using a zero-noise display, we assessed whether sustained (endogenous) attention enhances contrast
sensitivity via signal enhancement, and compared the magnitude of the eﬀect with that of transient (exogenous) attention. (2) We
compared the contrast psychometric functions for both sustained and transient attention and evaluated them in terms of contrast
gain and response gain models. Observers performed a 2AFC orientation discrimination task on a tilted target Gabor, presented
alone at 1 of 8 iso-eccentric locations. Either a neutral (baseline), peripheral (to manipulate transient attention), or a central cue
(to manipulate sustained attention) preceded the target. Even in the absence of external noise, and using suprathreshold stimuli,
observers showed an attentional eﬀect, evidence in support of signal enhancement underlying both sustained and transient attention.
Moreover, sustained attention caused a strictly leftward threshold shift in the psychometric function, supporting a contrast gain
model. Interestingly, with transient attention we observed a change in asymptote in addition to a threshold shift. These ﬁndings
suggest that whereas sustained attention operates strictly via contrast gain, transient attention may be better described by a mixture
of response gain and contrast gain.
 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Covert attention allows us to monitor our periphery
in the absence of eye movements (Posner, 1980). A
growing body of behavioral evidence demonstrates that
there are two components of covert attention: ÔsustainedÕ
and ÔtransientÕ (Cheal & Lyon, 1991; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989). Sustained,
or endogenous, attention corresponds to what we usually think of as attention: at will, we monitor information
at a given location. Transient, or exogenous, attention
corresponds to a faster, involuntary capture of attention
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to a location where sudden, salient stimulation has
occurred. Previous studies have shown that we can engage these systems diﬀerentially by using diﬀerent cues: a
central or symbolic cue is presented in the center of
the visual ﬁeld to direct sustained, or endogenous attention in a conceptually driven fashion in 300 ms,
whereas a peripheral cue ﬂashed brieﬂy in a location
adjacent to the relevant location captures transient, or
exogenous attention in a stimulus-driven, automatic
manner in 100 ms (Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989).
Whereas the shifts of attention by sustained cues appear
to be under conscious control, it is hard or impossible
for observers to ignore transient cues, even when they
are known to be irrelevant (Carrasco, Ling, & Read,
2004; Giordano, McElree, & Carrasco, 2003; Muller &
Rabbit, 1989; Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005).
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There is no consensus as to whether common neurophysiological substrates underlie sustained and transient
attention. Some have suggested that whereas sustained
attention is cortical in nature, transient attention also
activates subcortical processing (Robinson & Kertzman,
1995; Zackon, Casson, Zafar, Stelmach, & Racette,
1999). However, whereas some suggest that the preparatory control signals of sustained and transient attention
are mediated by partially segregated networks (Corbetta
& Shulman, 2002; Kanwisher & Wojciulik, 2000; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000), others have found no diﬀerence in the brain networks mediating these systems
(Peelen, Heslenfeld, & Theeuwes, 2004).
The goal of this study is to compare sustained and
transient covert attention psychophysically. Speciﬁcally,
we tested whether a signal enhancement mechanism
underlies both types of attention. Moreover, we investigated the neural model underlying signal enhancement
by measuring the psychometric functions for both sustained and transient attention, to assess whether they
have similar or diﬀerent eﬀects on the contrast response
function.
1.1. Mechanisms of attention: signal enhancement and
external noise reduction
How does covert attention exert its eﬀects? Psychophysically, the impact of covert attention on visual performance is well documented across a range of
perceptual tasks, such as visual search (Carrasco &
McElree, 2001; Carrasco & Yeshurun, 1998; Nakayama
& Mackeben, 1989) and letter identiﬁcation (Prinzmetal,
Presti, & Posner, 1986; Talgar, Pelli, & Carrasco, 2004),
and improves performance in visual domains such as
contrast sensitivity (Carrasco, Penpeci-Talgar, & Eckstein, 2000; Cameron, Tai, & Carrasco, 2002; Lu &
Dosher, 1998, 2000; Dosher & Lu, 2000a, 2000b; Huang
& Dobkins, 2005; Smith, Wolfgang, & Sinclair, 2004;
Solomon, 2004) and spatial resolution (Carrasco, Williams, & Yeshurun, 2002; Golla, Ignashchenkova, Haarmeier, & Their, 2004; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998,
1999). It has also been established that transient attention alters the appearance of contrast (Carrasco et al.,
2004) and spatial frequency (Gobell & Carrasco, 2005).
Although it is well established that covert attention
improves performance in early visual tasks, the underlying mechanisms responsible for these eﬀects are not well
understood. Explanations of how attention improves
performance range from claims that the deployment of
attention aﬀects processing at the decisional level (Kinchla, Chen, & Evert, 1995; Palmer, 1994; Shiu & Pashler, 1994; Sperling & Dosher, 1986) to claims that
attention actually enhances perceptual sensitivity. At
the perceptual level, two prominent models have been
proposed: signal and external noise reduction. According to signal enhancement, attention strengthens and
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improves the representation of the signal within the locus of attention enhancement (Cameron et al., 2002;
Carrasco et al., 2000, 2002; Lu & Dosher, 1998, 2000;
Luck, Hillyard, Mouloua, & Hawkins, 1996; Smith et
al., 2004). According to external noise reduction, attention aﬀects performance in a given area by actively suppressing the strength of representation of areas outside
the locus of attention (Baldassi & Burr, 2000; Dosher
& Lu, 2000a, 2000b; Lu & Dosher, 1998, 2000; Lu, Lesmes, & Dosher, 2002; Morgan, Ward, & Castet, 1998;
Shiu & Pashler, 1994).
Psychophysically, transient attention has been shown
to increase contrast sensitivity for detection and discrimination tasks, even under low- or zero-noise conditions—results which can only be explained by signal
enhancement (Cameron et al., 2002; Carrasco et al.,
2000). This ﬁnding has been corroborated using the
external noise plus attention paradigm; transient attention operates via signal enhancement under low-noise
conditions, and via noise reduction under high-noise
conditions (Lu & Dosher, 1998, 2000). With regard to
sustained attention, these authors have stated that it
works primarily via an external noise reduction mechanism. Indeed, eﬀects of sustained attention only arise in
high-noise conditions, and not under low-noise conditions (Dosher & Lu, 2000a, 2000b; Lu, Liu, & Dosher,
2000; Lu et al., 2002).
The ﬁrst goal of the present study was to systematically assess whether sustained and transient attention
can enhance contrast sensitivity in the absence of added
external noise (i.e., masks, distracters), and compare
their eﬀects. An attentional beneﬁt with sustained attention in the absence of noise would be direct empirical
evidence for signal enhancement.
1.2. Contrast response functions: contrast gain and
response gain
What neural mechanism underlies signal enhancement? Neuronal ﬁring rate increases as a function of
stimulus contrast, resulting in a contrast response function. There are two predictions as to how attentional
modulation may aﬀect the contrast response function:
contrast gain and response gain (Fig. 1; Sclar, Lennie,
& DePriest, 1989). Contrast gain: if the neurons
responding to the contrast of a stimulus combined with
attentional modulation when processing the signal, the
eﬀect on the contrast response function could lead to
an increase in sensitivity, with no change in relative ﬁring rate. This would render the response no diﬀerent
from an actual change in the physical contrast of the
stimulus. The signature of contrast gain is a leftward
shift in threshold (C50; see equations in Fig. 1) of the
contrast response function. Response gain: if attention
and the contrast response were modulated independently, attention would have a multiplicative eﬀect over the
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Fig. 1. Possible eﬀects of attention on the contrast response function.
The left panel depicts a contrast gain model for attention. Contrast
gain predicts an increase in sensitivity that is a function of stimulus
intensity, and is characterized by a leftward threshold (C50) shift in the
contrast response function. The dashed curve represents the signature
curve shift brought about by attentional contrast gain; the shape of the
function does not change, but rather shifts leftward—boosting the
eﬀective contrast of the stimulus. In the right panel, the dashed curve
(attended) represents the eﬀects of attention according to response gain
models. Response gain predicts an increase in ﬁring rate, which is
characterized by a change in the shape of the curve—in slope and
asymptote (Rmax). C50, threshold; Rmax, asymptote; n, slope; C,
contrast level; N, attentional modulation; and M, response at lowest
stimulus intensity.

entire contrast response function, reﬂecting a multiplicative increase in ﬁring of a neuron as a function of contrast, with no change in threshold. This would amplify
the response as a function of stimulus intensity, thereby
changing the actual shape of the function. The signature
of response gain is a higher asymptote (Rmax; see equations in Fig. 1).
An open question in the literature is how attentional
changes are manifested at the neural level. Neurophysiologically, only sustained covert attention has been
investigated, and most studies have found support for
a contrast gain model (Di Russo, Spinelli, & Morrone,
2001; Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2002; McAdams &
Maunsell, 1999; Reynolds, Pasternak, & Desimone,
2000, 2004), whereas others have reported ﬁndings consistent with a response gain model with feature-based
attention (Treue & Martinez Trujillo, 1999).
Psychophysically, a number of studies have addressed
contrast gain vs. response gain using transient attention.
In an orientation discrimination task, a peripheral precue enhanced contrast sensitivity across the psychometric function, rendering response functions suggestive of
a contrast gain model (Cameron et al., 2002). Likewise,
in a task assessing the eﬀect of transient attention on
perceived contrast, Carrasco et al. (2004) measured
appearance psychometric functions where transient
attention shifted functions leftward, indicative of contrast gain. However, as the authors acknowledged in
those studies, the high asymptote left little to no room
to test for response gain. Neurophysiological studies of

sustained attention that have evaluated these two models have highlighted the importance of avoiding levels at
which neural saturation occurs (Reynolds et al., 2000).
Similarly, to properly compare contrast gain and response gain psychophysically, the psychometric functions should arise from a demanding task that ensures
that performance on the neutral baseline condition does
not asymptote at 100%, thus leaving room to test for response gain. In this study, we obtained contrast psychometric functions for both sustained and transient
attention, and assessed whether their eﬀects are consistent with contrast and/or response gain.
In a sustained attention task, using a dual task paradigm in which observers performed tasks under conditions of full- or poor-attention, Morrone, Denti, and
Spinelli (2004) found evidence for pure response gain.
However, Huang and Dobkins (2005) subsequently
found psychophysical evidence suggesting that dualtask, sustained attention may operate via a hybrid model, involving both contrast gain and response gain.
The second goal of the present study was to systematically compare the contrast psychometric functions
of sustained and transient covert attention, further
bridging the gap between neurophysiological and psychophysical ﬁndings. Using the same task, stimuli and
observers, we measured psychometric functions under
conditions of sustained and transient attention, and assessed whether their eﬀects on the contrast psychometric
function are consistent with contrast or response gain
models, or with a combination of both.

2. Experiment
How similar are sustained and transient covert attention? The aim of this study was twofold: (1) To evaluate
whether signal enhancement underlie both sustained and
transient attention; (2) To evaluate how sustained and
transient attention aﬀect the contrast psychometric
function.

3. Methods
3.1. Observers
Four observers participated in this study. Three were
trained psychophysical observers, naı̈ve as to the purpose
of the experiment, and the fourth was an author (SL). All
observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
3.2. Apparatus
The stimuli were created using Matlab and the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997).
Observers viewed the stimuli on a c-corrected monitor.
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A video attenuator was used to drive just the green gun
of a 2100 IBM P260 monitor (1024 · 768; 120 Hz; Pelli &
Zhang, 1991)—thus providing a larger set of distinct
luminance levels (12 bits). Mean luminance was set at
14.1 cd/m2. Eye movements were monitored via an iScan
Infrared camera.
3.3. Stimuli and design
A black ﬁxation cross was presented at the center of
the screen throughout the experiment (0.1 · 0.1; Fig.
2). Observers performed a 2AFC orientation discrimination task on a target Gabor (sinusoidal grating enveloped in a Gaussian window; 2 · 2), tilted ±4 to the
left or right. The Gabor appeared at one of 8 iso-eccentric locations (4 eccentricity, center-to-center). To capture full psychometric functions, we used the method of
constant stimuli; in each trial the contrast of the Gabor
was randomly sampled from a set of contrasts ranging
from 9 to 62% in 14 log increments.
To manipulate attention, one of three types of cues
preceded the target display: peripheral, central, or neutral. The transient peripheral cue was a black dot
(0.3 · 0.3), which appeared adjacent to the upcoming
target Gabor location (1.5, center-to-center from the
Gabor), to elicit transient attention while avoiding
masking. The central cue was a small line (0.1 · 0.8)
near ﬁxation, pointing towards the upcoming target
locations to direct sustained attention. The neutral cue
was a dot (0.3 · 0.3) appearing at ﬁxation. Both the
peripheral and central cue indicated target location,

Fig. 2. Sequence of events in a given trial. Observers performed a
2AFC orientation discrimination task on a tilted target Gabor patch,
which appeared at one of eight iso-eccentric locations. The target was
preceded by either a sustained cue (instructing observers to deploy
their attention to the upcoming target location), a transient cue
(reﬂexively capturing attention to the upcoming target location), or a
neutral cue (baseline). The timings (precue and ISI) for sustained and
transient conditions diﬀered (along with their respective neutral
conditions), to maximize the eﬀectiveness of the cues. We used the
method of constant stimuli to obtain psychometric functions, varying
the contrast of the Gabor stimuli from trial-to-trial.
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but did not contain information regarding the orientation of the stimulus. All three cues indicated the temporal stimulus onset.
3.4. Procedure
Each trial began with a screen containing only the ﬁxation point (50 ms). This was followed by one of three
types of cues. In the transient attention condition, ﬁxation
was followed by a peripheral cue, which brieﬂy ﬂashed
adjacent to the upcoming target location (40 ms), followed by a blank ISI (60 ms), drawing attention reﬂexively to the target location. In the sustained attention
condition, a central cue appeared near ﬁxation pointing
towards where the target was about to appear (150 ms),
followed by a blank ISI (150 ms), allowing observers to
voluntarily allocate attention to the target location. In
the neutral, baseline condition, a dot ﬂashed at the center
of the screen, indicating when the target was about to appear, but not where it would appear. There were two timings for the neutral condition: One matched the timing for
the transient cue condition (40 and 60 ms ISI), and one
matched that for the sustained cue (150 and 150 ms ISI).
After a brief ISI, a tilted Gabor appeared at one of eight
locations (50 ms) and observers performed a 2AFC orientation discrimination task.
The cue timings were chosen to optimize the eﬀects of
transient and sustained attention (Cameron et al., 2002;
Carrasco et al., 2000, 2002, 2004; Cheal & Lyon, 1991;
Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989). Additionally, in the
transient attention condition, the timing between cue
onset and stimulus onset (100 ms) was brief enough to
prevent observers from making any goal-directed saccades (Mayfrank, Kimmig, & Fischer, 1987). Given that
the timing of the sustained attention condition (300 ms)
could have allowed eye movements, observersÕ eye
movements were monitored using an infrared camera.
Breaks from ﬁxation were very rare (<1%), and blocks
in which breaks were observed were re-run.
Observers completed 25 sessions, which were comprised of 5 blocks per session, and 200 trials per block.
Sessions were blocked by attentional manipulation, such
that a particular session tested only transient or sustained attention and its respective neutral condition.
Within each block the Gabor contrast, orientation, location and cue type (peripheral or central vs. neutral) were
randomly selected from trial to trial. The order of the
cue-condition blocks was randomized.

4. Results
4.1. Signal enhancement
To determine whether signal enhancement underlies
sustained and transient attention, we measured whether
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an attentional eﬀect arose when the display contained no
added external noise. Data were ﬁt (via maximum likelihood) to the Naka–Rushton contrast response model
(Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Sclar, Maunsell, & Lennie,
1990)
response ¼

Rmax  C n
þ M;
C n þ C50n

ð1Þ

where response represents performance, C is the contrast
intensity level, C50 is the contrast at half the saturating
response (threshold), n is the exponent which determines
the steepness of the function (slope), Rmax is the level at
which the response saturates (asymptote), and M is the
response at the lowest contrast level. To ﬁt the data to
each condition (sustained, transient, and their respective
neutral conditions), we allowed threshold (C50), slope
(n) and asymptote (Rmax) to vary freely.
Fig. 3 depicts the psychometric functions (accuracy as
a function of stimulus contrast) for each observer, under
the sustained (Fig. 3A) and transient (Fig. 3B) conditions, along with their respective neutral conditions.
Attention consistently improved performance, even
though the display was completely void of any external
noise—evidence in support of signal enhancement for
both sustained and transient attention. A nested hypothesis test (separate ﬁts for each condition vs. one ﬁt for
both conditions collapsed together; Mood, Graybill, &
Boes, 1974) revealed signiﬁcant eﬀects of attention for
all observers (p < .01) in both the sustained (BM: v2(3,
n = 5000) = 10.9, p < .01; FP: v2 (3, n = 5000) = 25.5,
p < .0001; JG: v2 (3, n = 5000) = 13.2, p < .001; SL:
v2 (3, n = 5000) = 31.1, p < .0001), and transient conditions (BM: v2 (3, n = 5000) = 18.8, p < .005; FP: v2(3,
n = 5000) = 26.8, p < .0001; JG: v2 (3, n = 5000) = 17.7,
p < .0001; SL: v2 (3, n = 5000) = 62.6, p < .0001).

4.2. Contrast gain vs. response gain models
We then assessed what model better predicted the
data in each condition: contrast gain or response gain.
What is particularly important is that although performance in the neutral condition asymptotes at a high
contrast, it does not reach ceiling levels (100% accuracy).
Rather, the task was rendered diﬃcult enough such that
observersÕ performance asymptotes at 90% accuracy,
thus leaving room for response gain (if any) to manifest
itself in the attended condition.
Sustained attention (Fig. 3A) led to a consistent decrease in threshold, and almost no change in asymptote.
Transient attention (Fig. 3B) led to a consistent elevation
in asymptote, along with a consistent decrease in threshold. Fig. 4 plots the C50 and Rmax parameter estimations
taken from the aforementioned ﬁts against each other under cued (sustained or transient) and neutral conditions.
For every observer, in both the sustained and transient
conditions, there was a reduction in contrast threshold
(C50),—evidence in support of a contrast gain model
(Fig. 4A). However, the magnitude of threshold shift
was smaller for transient than sustained attention for all
observers. The eﬀects of attention on asymptote (Rmax;
Fig. 4B) depended on the type of covert attention being
deployed. For all four observers, transient attention led
to a large increase in Rmax, consistent with a response gain
model, whereas sustained attention had little-to-no eﬀect
on asymptote. Taken together, these results suggest a
mixed model for transient attention.
To directly compare the two models, data from the
sustained and transient conditions were ﬁt to modiﬁed
versions of the Naka–Rushton function where, for the
precued conditions, an additional attentional parameter
N was introduced (Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2002).

Fig. 3. Psychometric functions for sustained and transient attention. The solid line represents the ﬁts for the neutral condition, and the dashed line
represents the ﬁts for the precued. (A) Sustained attention consistently shifted the function to the left, having little impact on its shape, but increasing
contrast sensitivity. (B) Transient attention consistently led to an elevation in asymptote, and the ﬁts suggest a decrease in contrast threshold as well.
Error bars correspond to mean ± 1 standard error.
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Fig. 4. The eﬀect of sustained and transient attention on threshold
(C50) and asymptote (Rmax) for individual observers. The blue squares
represent an observerÕs parameter estimates in the transient condition
vs. neutral, and the red circles represent estimates for sustained
condition vs. neutral. Points falling on the dashed line represent unity,
where there is no diﬀerence between precued and neutral conditions.
(A) Threshold (C50) decreased for both sustained and transient covert
attention. (B) Asymptote (Rmax) did not change with sustained
attention, but increased for all observers with transient attention.
(For interpretation of the references to colors in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

The response gain model tested was:
response ¼ N 

Rmax  C n
þ M;
C n þ C50n

ð2Þ

where the parameters were the same as in the original
Naka–Rushton model Eq. (1), and the additional N
parameter represents attentional modulation with a
multiplicative eﬀect on the overall response. The contrast gain model tested was
response ¼

Rmax  ðN  C n Þ
þ M;
ðN  C n Þ þ C50n

ð3Þ
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where the additional N parameter represents attention
modulating the psychometric function through multiplying by contrast intensity level.
We ﬁt data for the sustained and transient conditions
to both models by ﬁrst obtaining parameter estimates
(C50, Rmax and n) under the original Naka–Rushton
model Eq. (1) for the neutral condition. Next we ﬁt
the precued data to the response gain Eq. (2) and contrast gain Eq. (3) models by ﬁxing those parameters obtained via Eq. (1), and only let the new ÔattentionÕ
parameter N vary freely, obtaining a best estimate for
attentional modulation under each model.
To test the mixed model, we then ﬁt the data for sustained and transient attention to a mixed model, incorporating both contrast and response gain with attention:
response ¼ N 1 

Rmax  ðN 2  C n Þ
þ M;
ðN 2  C n Þ þ C50n

ð4Þ

where the additional N1 parameter represents the response gain component with attention (as in Eq. (1)),
and the N2 parameter represents the contrast gain component with attention (as in Eq. (2)). For sustained
attention, a likelihood ratio test revealed that for all
observers the mixed model was not superior to the contrast gain model: (BM: v2 (1, n = 5000) = 1.1, p > .1; FP:
v2 (1, n = 5000) = 2.0, p > .1; JG: v2 (1, n = 5000) = 0.5,
p > .1; SL: v2 (1, n = 5000) = 0.5, p > .1). For transient
attention, the mixed model was superior over the response gain model for three observers (BM: v2 (1,
n = 5000) = 6.11, p < .01; SL: v2 (1, n = 5000) = 33.9,
p > .0001; FP: v2(1, n = 5000) = 12.2, p < .0001), but
the response gain model provided a marginally better

Fig. 5. Contrast gain, response gain and mixed model ﬁts to the data for sustained (A) and transient (B) covert attention. Filled circles correspond to
the neutral data, and the hollow circles represent the precued data. The color of the hollow circles corresponds to the ﬁt that best describes the
attentional data. The solid black line is the ﬁt to the neutral condition, the dashed green line corresponds to the attentional response gain model ﬁt
Eq. (2), the dashed blue line is the ﬁt to the attentional contrast gain model Eq. (3), and the dashed red line corresponds to the mixed model Eq. (4).
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ﬁt for the fourth observer (JG: v2 (1, n = 5000) = 2.3,
p = 0.08).
Fig. 5 depicts the contrast gain and response gain
model ﬁts for sustained and transient attention. For
the sustained attention data (Fig. 5A), a contrast gain
model ﬁt the data much better than a response gain
model. Transient attention (Fig. 5B) was less consistent.
The mixed model provided a better ﬁt for the data in the
transient condition for all observers but one (JG), for
which the response gain model provided a marginally
better ﬁt.

5. Discussion
The goals of this study were: (1) to investigate
whether sustained attention could operate via a signal
enhancement mechanism, and (2) to characterize the
contrast response functions for sustained and transient
attention.
Our results indicate that both sustained and transient
covert attention lead to a rise in contrast sensitivity for a
target stimulus, even in the absence of any added external noise, such as distracters or masks. Given that the
zero-noise display left nothing to be suppressed, our results can only be explained by a signal enhancement
mechanism.
Moreover, we ﬁnd diﬀerences in the psychometric
functions for contrast sensitivity between sustained
and transient attention. Sustained attention consistently
led to a leftward shift in the psychometric function,
which is characteristic of a contrast gain model of attention. Transient attention also led to a consistent, yet
smaller, reduction in contrast threshold, consistent with
contrast gain. However, with transient attention we also
found consistently pronounced elevation of asymptote,
which supports a response gain model. Taken together,
these results suggest that whereas sustained attention
operates via a strict contrast gain model, transient attention operates via a mix of both contrast and response
gain.
5.1. Uncertainty
Signal enhancement and external noise reduction
explanations propose that attention improves discriminability via changes to the actual perceptual signal.
However, an alternative school of thought proposes that
attention simply reﬂects a reduction of spatial uncertainty. The statistical uncertainty model asserts that each
location we have to monitor adds decisional noise,
thereby increasing the overall probability of erroneously
confusing the signal with the noise (Pelli, 1985). Uncertainty reduction assumes that valid spatial cueing of an
upcoming target location improves performance simply
because it reduces the number of locations to be moni-

tored from all possible target locations to just that one
target location (Eckstein, 1998; Foley & Schwartz,
1998; Palmer, 1994; Solomon, Lavie, & Morgan, 1997).
As the detectability of a stimulus decreases, the more
likely it is to be confused with the background, thereby
increasing uncertainty. In the current study, some of the
stimulus contrasts we presented were of a relatively low
contrast. A strict uncertainty reduction model of attention would predict that the attentional eﬀect should be
most prominent with low contrast stimuli (where uncertainty is greatest, and performance would beneﬁt most
from uncertainty reduction) and decrease with increasing stimulus contrast (where uncertainty diminishes,
and performance would not beneﬁt from uncertainty
reduction). However, this was not the case in our
experiment.
Because the orientation discrimination task was fairly
diﬃcult, most of the stimulus contrasts had to be fairly
high (9–62%) to capture the entire psychometric function. This rendered contrast thresholds much higher
than detection threshold. Due to the high target-distracter discriminability, any performance beneﬁt from
uncertainty reduction would be insigniﬁcant—thus making the task sub-optimal for uncertainty reduction
explanations. In addition, we did not observe a decrease
in attentional beneﬁt as stimulus contrast increased. In
fact, in the case of transient attention there was often
a larger attentional eﬀect at the highest contrast values
presented (Rmax elevation), which is a result that uncertainty reduction cannot account for. Thus, our current
results cannot be explained via an uncertainty reduction
model, but are more consistent with an actual change in
the stimulus signal representation: a signal enhancement
mechanism.
Other studies have supported the ﬁnding that attentional beneﬁts go beyond that predicted by uncertainty
reduction. Precues have been shown to improve performance better than that predicted by signal detection
models of uncertainty (Morgan et al., 1998). Moreover,
transient attention has been shown to increase contrast
sensitivity across the psychometric function to the same
extent for stimuli that diﬀered in their spatial uncertainty (Cameron et al., 2002), or even when localization performance indicates observers have no target location
uncertainty (Carrasco et al., 2000). Attentional beneﬁts
have been observed with spatial resolution using full
contrast stimuli where uncertainty should have negligible eﬀects (Carrasco et al., 2002). Taken together, these
studies suggest that, while uncertainty reduction may
play a role in performance beneﬁts, it is not the sole
source of attentional beneﬁts.
5.2. Signal enhancement
Although it is very likely that signal enhancement and
external noise reduction mechanisms co-exist (Cameron,
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Tai, Eckstein, & Carrasco, 2004; Carrasco et al., 2002;
Lu & Dosher, 2000; Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005), in this
study we tested the signal enhancement mechanism under low noise conditions. Regarding transient attention,
the present ﬁndings are consistent with what our lab has
previously shown: signal enhancement can underlie
transient attention.
Transient attention enhances contrast sensitivity in
zero-noise conditions across a wide range of spatial frequencies (Carrasco et al., 2000). Moreover, this signal
enhancement occurs across the psychometric function
(Cameron et al., 2002). Using a similar zero-noise display
paradigm, in conjunction with a Landolt acuity task, it
was found that transient attention enhances spatial resolution via signal enhancement (Carrasco et al., 2002).
Similarly, a recent study that implemented the zero-noise
paradigm to measure acuity for both humans and rhesus
monkeys revealed that sustained attention improved acuity via signal enhancement as well (Golla et al., 2004).
Using the external noise paradigm, Lu and Dosher
(1998, 2000) reported that transient covert attention
seems to operate via both signal enhancement and external noise reduction. They showed that transient attention increases contrast sensitivity in conditions of low
noise, indicative of signal enhancement, and also improves performance in high noise conditions, indicative
of external noise reduction. However, they have attributed sustained attention eﬀects only to an external noise
reduction mechanism (Dosher & Lu, 2000a, 2000b; Lu
et al., 2000, 2002).
With regard to transient attention, the current and
previous ﬁndings are in agreement; under low external
noise conditions, it operates via signal enhancement.
However, the current results regarding sustained attention are inconsistent with those reported previously
(Dosher & Lu, 2000a, 2000b; Lu et al., 2000, 2002).
Why do Lu and Dosher ﬁnd no evidence for signal
enhancement with sustained attention? The most relevant diﬀerence in experimental parameters that could
help reconcile this discrepancy lies in the amount of time
observers were given to deploy their sustained attention.
In the present study observers were given a 300 ms SOA
to deploy their attention to the target location, whereas
in their study the SOA was only 150 ms. Because of its
voluntary nature, the optimal amount of time necessary
to deploy sustained attention has been reported to be
300 ms (Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989). The reasoning behind their shorter SOA was based on ﬁndings by
Cheal and Lyon (1991), reporting that experienced
observers were capable of deploying their attention in
less time, in 150 ms. Perhaps this short timing precluded the emergence of the signal enhancement mechanism.
Indeed, consistent with this mechanism, in a minority of
observers and conditions sustained attention increased
contrast sensitivity even in low noise conditions (Dosher
& Lu, 2000b; Lu et al., 2002). It is possible that the
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observers that failed to show any signal enhancement
were not trained optimally to deploy sustained attention
within the allotted time.
5.3. Contrast gain vs. response gain
Single-cell recordings from visual area MT have
found that sustained attention shifts the contrast response function leftwards for neurons tuned to the target stimulus (C50), an eﬀect equivalent to increasing
the eﬀective contrast of the actual stimulus (MartinezTrujillo & Treue, 2002; Reynolds et al., 2000, 2004).
The present results for sustained attention corroborate
these neurophysiological studies; sustained attention
operates via a contrast gain model. However, transient
attention has not been tested with single unit recordings,
possibly because it would be hard to tease apart the sensory component of the cue from the target. Our current
psychophysical results suggest that transient attention
manifests itself diﬀerently from sustained attention;
transient attention appears to operate via a combination
of both contrast gain and response gain.
Clearly, generalizations made from psychophysical
data to neurophysiological ﬁndings should be made with
caution. For instance, whereas psychometric functions
presumably represent the output response from the entire
visual system network, neurometric response functions
are taken from measurements of only a modest subset
of neurons responding to visual stimuli, conﬁned to particular regions of the visual ﬁeld. In addition, most neurophysiological studies of attention deal with sustained
attention, whereas in this study we investigate both sustained and transient attention. Nevertheless, the link between psychometric and neurometric ﬁndings is tenable;
for simple visual tasks such as motion discrimination,
responses from single-unit recordings in MT are capable
of accounting for behavioral psychometric functions
(Britten, Shadlen, Newsome, & Movshon, 1992).
5.3.1. Transient attention—mixed model
Psychophysically, only a few other studies have investigated the issue of contrast vs. response gain. Research
from our lab has suggested that transient attention shifts
the psychometric function leftwards in an orientation
discrimination task (Cameron et al., 2002), as well as
when measuring perceived contrast (Carrasco et al.,
2004). However, as the authors acknowledged, these
ﬁndings were limited by the constraints imposed at the
upper bounds of the psychometric function; by having
the neutral conditionÕs psychometric function asymptote
close to 100%, they left no room for a possible response
gain mechanism to manifest itself. The present study
overcame this hurdle by crippling performance in the
neutral condition with a diﬃcult discrimination task,
thereby forcing asymptote to around 90% accuracy. Under these conditions, transient attention does not simply
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follow a contrast gain or response gain model, but rather a mixture of both (small shift in C50 and elevated
Rmax).
Our results for transient attention may reﬂect the outcome of diﬀerent stages of processing, in which the signal ﬁrst undergoes a contrast gain modulation (as has
been shown in visual areas V4 and MT), followed by response gain modulation at a later processing stage—an
idea proposed by Huang and Dobkins (2005) with respect to sustained attention.
5.3.2. Sustained attention—contrast gain
With regard to sustained attention, even when
asymptote was set to 90% accuracy our results indicate
that it operates strictly via contrast gain. There was a
consistent shift in C50, and the contrast gain model
was superior to the response gain model at accounting
for the data for all four observers. In other words, voluntarily attending to a stimulus in oneÕs periphery
changes the eﬀective contrast of the stimulus.
Previous studies have found inconsistent results. In a
study measuring threshold vs. contrast (TvC) functions,
Morrone et al. (2004) showed that sustained attention in
a dual task paradigm led to a change in the response
function suggestive of a response gain model. Using a
similar dual-task paradigm, a subsequent study by
Huang and Dobkins (2005) tested whether attention
operates via contrast or response gain. They found evidence for both contrast gain and response gain, and proposed a hybrid model in which attention ﬁrst undergoes
contrast gain, followed by a later-stage response gain
modulation. Huang and Dobkins (2005) attributed the
diﬀering ﬁndings to experimental parameters; the contrasts they tested did a better job of capturing the entire
response functions, and the dual task used by Morrone
et al., was not demanding enough.
These results diﬀer from our ﬁndings; for sustained
attention we only found a consistent change in contrast
gain. A major diﬀerence that may account for this discrepancy is how attention is manipulated. Both sets of
studies used a concurrent task paradigm in which
observers either performed a demanding rapid serial
visual presentation (RSVP) task at ﬁxation along with
a peripheral task, drawing attentional resources away
from the peripheral task, or they viewed the RSVP passively, allowing more attention to be allocated to the
peripheral task. While the dual task paradigm has
advantages, such as eliminating uncertainty reduction
as an alternative explanation, it has disadvantages that
may have hampered their conclusion. Dual task paradigms do not control the deployment of attention very
well and make it diﬃcult to isolate the source of possible
processing diﬀerences (Pashler, 1998; Sperling &
Dosher, 1986). In dual task paradigms, attention is not
directed to a speciﬁc spatial location, but rather the
amount of resources spread to all locations is manipu-

lated. Considering that our task directed focused attention to only one target location, and theirs required that
observers spread their resources equally to both stimuli
(pedestal and test patch), the nature of their manipulation is quite diﬀerent from ours.
Another diﬀerence arising from their use of a dual
task is that the Ôfull attentionÕ condition, where observers did not perform the RSVP task, is more analogous
to the neutral condition in our study. Our neutral condition did not direct observersÕ attention to any speciﬁc
target location, much like their Ôfull attentionÕ condition.
To manipulate attention, in their Ôpoor attentionÕ condition they drew resources away from the stimuli with an
RSVP task, while we directed attention towards a specific target stimulus with a spatial cue. Therefore, it is possible that the discrepancy between our results and theirs
is due to a fundamental diﬀerence in how attention is
being deployed and the task demands; whereas our task
is more consistent with the idea of directed covert spatial
attention towards a given location, theirs is a manipulation of the drawing of resources away from stimuli.

6. Conclusion
The present study systematically compared sustained
and transient covert attention using the same task, stimuli and observers. We demonstrated that both types of
attention can operate via a signal enhancement mechanism under zero-noise conditions. This pattern of
responses was consistent for all observers tested. Because this eﬀect occurred even with very high-contrast
stimuli, it cannot be explained by uncertainty reduction.
Although they both enhance the signal, sustained and
transient attention have diﬀerent eﬀects on the contrast
response function. When spatial covert attention is
directed to the target location, sustained attention
enhances sensitivity strictly via contrast gain, whereas
transient attention seems to involve a mixture of both
contrast gain and response gain.
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